English


Maths

using nouns and verbs to write a shape



poem about Spring


and 20

reading the book ‘Goldilocks and the Three



Bears’ by Emma Chichester Clark


using noun phrases to create a ‘wanted



sequencing and retelling the story



writing letters in the role of Goldilocks



reading another version of the story ‘Me



reading the time on the clock to o’clock and
half past



and You’ by Anthony Browne

finding a quarter of a shape and a quarter
of a set of objects

What we are

Workshops

learning about in

paper

Term 4

creating our own
instruments out of
recycled materials



a Time!’

online

We are…

creating an animation to
show the changes that

Science


observing and describing
changes in Spring



exploring Spring on a
scavenger hunt



recording how the
weather changes from
Winter to Spring



investigating what
material would make a
good seat for Goldilocks

DT
reviewing and evaluating



designing a chair of our own



making our chair design



evaluating and improving our
chair

P.S.H.E.


recognising our feelings and
how to manage them

happen in nature
throughout Spring

Spanish through song

Our topic is ‘Once Upon

people respectfully


learning the weather in

different types of chairs

Computing
learning to treat other





playing our newly made
instruments!



Spanish

Year 1

new paper from recycled


solving addition, subtraction and missing
number problems using a number line



learning how to make

using addition and subtraction facts to find
the inverse

poster’ for Goldilocks



recalling pairs of numbers that add up to 10



P.E.


learning when and how to
take medicine safely


playing large ball games

naming things in the house
that could be dangerous

outside


to explore movement in
dance

Please ensure your child
has a suitable PE Kit for
Tuesdays (outside PE) and

R.E. (Islam)


learning about the Qur’an
and how it is treated



finding out that the Qur’an
contains teaching about

Fridays (inside PE).

Allah


creating our own special
books with rules to live by

